None of the BROJA information decomposition measures SI, CI, UIy, UIz are convex or concave over the probability simplex. In this paper, we provide formulas for the subgradient and super-gradients of any of the information decomposition measures. Then we apply these results to obtain an optimum of some of these information decomposition measures when optimized over a constrained set of probability distributions.
Introduction

Terminology and notation
We use the common shorthand [n] := {1, . . . , n}. For vectors, we use the following summation convention: Replacing an index by an asterisk * has the effect summing over all the possible values, e.g., for p ∈ R A×B×C , the term p a, * ,c stands for b∈B p a,b,c , e.g., All random variables considered in this paper have finite range (unless explicitly stated otherwise). Denote by Rg X the range 1 of the (finite-range) random variable X.
For a (finite) set X, we denote the probability simplex by
For us, a probability distribution on a set X, is a vector in ∆ X .
Main Theorem: Derivatives of PID-Quantities
M (p) := max h(q)
over q ∈ R S×Y ×Z (1b) subject to q s,y, * = p s,y, * for all (s, y) ∈ S × Y ; (1c) (a) For all (y, z) ∈ Y × Z with q * ,y,z > 0:
(b) For all (y, z) ∈ Y × Z with q * ,y,z = 0, there is a probability distribution ̺ with support S such that
If q, λ, µ are as in the proposition, then we say that λ, µ are Lagrange multiplyers certifying optimality.
Lemma 2.
Suppose p has full support. Let q be an optimal solution of (1), and let λ, µ be Lagrange multipliers certifying optimality.
(a) If q s,y,z > 0 for all (s, y, z) ∈ S × Y × Z, then M is differentiable in p, and we have
(b) In any case, the vector defined by
is a super-gradient on M in the point p.
Proof. If q is the optimal solution of (1), then
where
If q s,y,z > 0 for all (s, y, z) ∈ S × Y × Z, then q * ,y,s > 0 for all (y, s) ∈ Y × Z and so M is differentiable in p. Moreover, Equation (2) follows from the fact that q, λ, µ are as in Proposition 1 and the gradient defined in (4) . From [3, Proposition 2] and Proposition 1, we have λ s,y + µ s,z is a sub-gradient to M ′ (p) := min q −h(q) subject to the constraints (1c), (1d), and (1e) in the point p. Hence −λ s,y − µ s,z is a super-gradient on M in the point p.
We would like to emphasize that, in this lemma as well as in the following results, the condition that p has full support is only there to simplify notation, and can be readily abandoned.
Lemma 3 ([5], Lemma 2.73). Let
Theorem 4. Suppose p has full support. Let q be an optimal solution of (1), and let λ, µ be Lagrange multipliers certifying optimality.
(a) If q s,y,z > 0 for all (s, y, z) ∈ S × Y × Z, then CI, SI, UIy, UIz are all differentiable in p, and we have
In any case, the vectors defined by
are local super-gradients of CI and SI respectively and the vectors defined by
are local subgradients of UIy and UIz in the point p respectively.
Proof. For (a), Bertschinger et al. in [1] defined the partial information decomposition as follows:
where the optimization is subject to the constraints (1c), (1d), and (1e). Using the definition of MI(S; Y, Z) and the chain rule, we get 
Since p has a full support then all the functions in (8) are differentiable and
From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, g(p) is a super-gradient of M at p and for any d ∈ R S×Y ×Z , we
Hence, the vectors defined by (6a) and (6b) are super-gradients of CI and SI respectively and the vectors defined by (7a) and (7b) are local subgradients of UIy and UIz in the point p respectively. Proof. Using Theorem (a), the vectors g CI (p) and g SI (p) are local super-gradients of CI and SI and the vectors g UIy (p) and g UIz (p) are local sub-gradients of UIy and UIz in the point p. From this, the statements in this Corollary follow.
Application I: Extractable Shared Information
Let S, Y, Z are random variables with joint probability distribution p, and denote by S, Y, Z the ranges, respectively, of S, Y, Z.
For a set R and a m ∈ N, a stochastic ([m] × R)-matrix is a matrix Π with m rows (indexed 1, . . . , m as usual) and columns indexed by the elements of R, whose entries are nonnegative reals such that Π * ,s = 1. Let p be a probability distribution on S ×Y ×Z, and Π be a stochastic ([m] × S)-matrix. Then we define the probabilty distribution Π(p) as follows:
Rauh et al. [4] define two "extractable" versions of shared information. Let S, Y, Z be random variables with distribution p ∈ ∆ S×Y ×Z . The extractable shared information of S, Y, Z is defined as
where the supremum is taken over all functions f : S → T , where S is the range of S and T is an arbitrary finite set. The probabilistically extractable shared information is defined as
where the supremum is taken over all random variables T (with finite range) which are conditionally independent of Y, Z given S. It is straightforward that the extractable shared information of p is the value of the following optimization problem:
With m := |S| :
To see why this is the same as the definition (10), given in [4] , let us take random variables S, Y, Z with distribution p. The integrality constraints (12d) -together with the nonnevativity inequalities (12c) and the equation -have precisely the effect of ensuring that for every s in the range of S there exists a unique t ∈ [m] with Π t,s = 1. In other words, Π defines a mapping from Rg S to [m] . Since m is the size of the range of S, the optimization problem (12) simply optimizes over all functions defined on the range of S, which is exactly (10). Similarly, the probabilistically extractable shared information is the value of the following optimization problem:
To see why this is equivalent to the definition (11), given in [4] , consider the relation
Given Π, it defines a random variable T which is conditionally independent of X 1 , . . . , X k given S, such that Π(p) is the distribution of (T, X 1 , . . . , X k ). On the other hand, given a random variable T conditionally independent of X 1 , . . . , X k given S, setting m := max Rg 0 , relation (14) defines a Π such that Π(p) is the distribution of (T, X 1 , . . . , X k ). We invite the reader to check these claims -or read the detailed proof in [2, Lemma 5.2.1]. There are two significant differences between the (12) and (13). Firstly, it lacks the integrality constraints, making it a continuous optimization problem. Secondly, the dimension, m, is a variable, making the optimization problem infinite dimensional (as observed in [4] ), and thus basically 2 intractable from an algorithmic point of view. (The lower bound m ≥ S is redundant, see Lemma 6 below).
The following optimization problem, however, is a standard continuous optimization problem to which we can apply our results: For a fixed value of m ∈ N, let us define 
The following lemma is quite obvious (see [ 
